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ABSTRACT 

At CRNL the daily collection of 1200 pounds of active 
combustible waste is burned in a refractory lined multi-
chamber incinerator. Capacity is 500-550 pounds per hour; 
volume reduction 96%. Combustion gases are cooled by air 
dilution and decontaminated by filtration through glass 
bags in a baghouse dust collector. 

This report includes a description of the incinerator 
plant, its operation, construction and operating costs, and 
recommendations for future designs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

An incinerator plant is being operated at CRNL to 
demonstrate that active waste can be burned without significant 
release of active particulate material to the environment. 
Equipment includes a multi-chamber refractory lined incinerator, 
means to cool the combustion gases, baghouse and absolute filters, 
and an induced draught fan, arranged as in Fig. 1. 

Successful filtration of the combustion gases requires 
that they contain a minimum of entrained fly ash and, more 
important, a minimum of tarry combustion products which would 
condense on the glass cloth filter bags and be difficult to remove. 

This in turn necessitates having an incinerator in which 
little fly ash becomes entrained and in which combustion is almost 
100% complete. Design parameters to achieve these features have 
been established by Rose and Crabaugh (1) and these, along with 
subsequent work by Rose et al (2) were used in the design of the 
CRNL incinerator. Success of the incinerator - baghouse combination 
is due largely to the assistance and encouragement received from 
Mr. A.H. Rose, Jr. and his co-workers at the Robert A. Taft 
Sanitary Engineering Centre in Cincinatti, Ohio. 

This report includes descriptions of equipment, operation, 
costs and modifications recommended for future plants. 
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INCINERATOR PLANT 

Building 

The two storey 27 by 37 foot building, Fig. 2, 3, is 
constructed of concrete and concrete block. The upper floor 
contains the control panels and is used for storing and feeding 
waste to the incinerator, Fig. 4, 5, 6. The lower floor houses 
service equipment and the induced draught fan. 

For ease of decontamination the upper floor is covered 
with vinyl asbestos tile and the remainder of the building 
interior painted. Equipment is located so that partitions could 
be erected if necessary for control of contamination and separation 
of active and inactive areas. This has not been required. 

The building is located in one of the active burial areas 
approximately one mile from the main group of CRNL buildings. 

Incinerator 

The incinerator, Fig. 6, 7 and 8, is an in-line design 
consisting of primary combustion chamber, mixing chamber and 
secondary combustion chamber all enclosed in a steel shell approx
imately 12 feet long, 4 feet wide and 5 to 7 feet high. The steel 
shell is lined with 2 inch block insulation and 6 inch castable 
refractory; chambers are separated by castable refractory pertitions. 
The incinerator is supported 4 1/2 feet above the lower floor and 
extends upwards through a 6 by 20 foot opening in the upper floor. 

Active Waste 

Active waste is mostly paper but includes plastic film, 
rubber gloves, wet mops, rags, floor sweepings, bottles, cans, 
wire, tubing, pipe fittings and almost anything else small enough 
to fit into the disposal bags. Disposal of propane cylinders in 
this waste is restricted. Bags have a volume of 2 ft^ and an 
average weight of 13 pounds. They are sealed before delivery to 
the incinerator and normally are not opened. 

Only bagged waste having a gamma radiation field at the 
surface of 200 mr/hr or less is charged to the incinerator; the 
average is 5 mr/hr. The distribution of gamma activity is shown 
in Fig. 9, e.g. 20% of the total activity is, contained in 0.55% 
of the bags and 65% of the bags contain essentially no activity. 

Feed Chamber 

The feed chamber is an air lock through which waste is 
charged to the incinerator. Escape of active combustion gases to 
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the building is minimized and incinerator draught is not affected. 

As shown in Fig. 7, A and B doors form top and bottom of 
the air lock: C door is refractory insulated and forms the end of 
the primary combustion chamber. Doors are operated by hydraulic 
cylinders controlled by electrical switches on the Bag Feed control 
panel. To charge a bag of waste A door is opened, the bag placed 
on B door and A door closed. Pressing an electrical push button 
starts the following sequence; C door is drawn back, B door slides 
from under the bag, the bag drops to the hearth in front of C door 
and B and C doors close. 

To prevent inadvertant loss of the air lock there are in
terlocks which prevent A door opening unless B and C doors are 
closed and prevent B and C doors opening unless A door is closed. 
Interlocks may be overridden by key locked switches to permit 
independent opening of doors for inspection and maintenance. 

Combustion Air Supply 

Air to support combustion is supplied through three ducts 
each containing an orifice plate and a pneumatically operated 
damper controlled manually from the main control panel. Flows are 
induced by negative pressure in the incinerator and are indicated 
on draught gauges and recorded at the main control panel. 

Overfire air provides most of the combustion requirements. 
It first flows through and cools the feed chamber before entering 
the primary combustion chamber. Secondary air enters the mixing 
chamber located between primary and secondary combustion chambers. 
It was intended originally to vary this flow to maintain constant 
oxygen concentration in the combustion gases but response of the 
oxygen analyser sampling system and pneumatic controls was too 
slow to cope with the rapid fluctuations in burning rate. Under-
fire air flow is approximately 25% of the total. It flows through 
and cools the grates and aids in combustion of slow burning 
materials that are pushed down the sloping hearth and collect 
on the grates. 

Propane Burners 

The 750,000 BTU/hr burner in the primary combustion chamber 
is used to preheat the system before feeding waste. It is also 
turned on whenever the primary chamber combustion temperature 
drops to 1500°F. The 500,000 BTU/hr burner in the mixing chamber 
is used not only for preheating but is normally left operating 
during the burning period to act as an afterburner. Both burners 
are controlled manually but are interlocked to shut down on 
failure of the induced draught fan. 
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Oxygen and Combustibles Analysers 

Combustion gases can be analysed for excess oxygen and 
unburned hydrocarbons. A continuous sample is drawn from the 
outlet of the secondary combustion chamber by a turbo blower, 
cooled in a forced air cooled heat exchanger and filtered through 
an absolute filter before reaching.the analysers. A controller 
was installed on the oxygen analyser to control combustion air 
flow to maintain constant excess oxygen but delays caused by the 
complex sampling system and slow response of the analyser and 
pneumatic controls together with rapidly changing rates of com
bustion made the use of a controller impractical. 

Ash Handling 

Burning waste moves down the sloping hearth to grates at 
the back of the primary combustion chamber. Ash and small pieces 
of non combustible material are shaken through the grates and drop 
through an ash chute into a 45 gallon drum. At the end of a 
burning period, or preferably when the incinerator has cooled over
night, water is sprayed into the drum to settle the dust, the 
drum is lowered from the ash chute, capped and removed for disposal. 
Incinerator draught induces high velocity air flow into the ash 
chute and prevents ash from dropping while an empty drum is being 
secured in place. Material too large to pass through the grates 
is lifted through a hatch in the roof of the incinerator. In 
flow of air prevents escape of ash to the building. 

Temperature Measurement 

Combustion Gas Temperature 

Combustion gas temperature is measured by Pt-Pt 10% Rh 
thermocouples at two locations, above the bridge wall in the primary 
combustion chamber and in the breeching at the exit from the 
secondary combustion chamber. Both temperatures are recorded 
continuously. Each thermocouple is surrounded by a ceramic shield 1 

through which combustion gases can be aspirated at high velocity 
to improve thermocouple'response to changes in temperature. In 
this application aspirating a gas flow past the thermocouples makes 
no noticeable change in the average indicated temperature and since 
corrosion necessitated frequent maintenance, the aspirating system 
was used only for the first few inactive tests. Typical temperature 
charts with and without thermocouple aspiration are shown in 
Fig. 10, 11. 

Flue Gas Temperature 

Temperatures are measured at the inlet to the baghouse 
filter and at the induced draught fan using single shielded iron 
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constantan thermocouples. Temperatures are recorded at twelve 
second intervals. Baghouse inlet temperatures greater than 500°F 
cause the annunciator to alarm. 

Refractory Temperature 

Chromel alumel thermocouples are imbedded at several 
points in the refractory lining of the incinerator and breeching. 
Temperatures are recorded at twelve minute intervals. 

Smoke Meter 

The smoke density meter consists of a light source and a 
photocell detector mounted on opposite sides of the breeching 
approximately 10 feet downstream of the incinerator. Smoke 
density readings are recorded continuously; readings greater than 
25% smoke density cause the annunciator to alarm. 

Delay Chamber 

The delay chamber, Fig. 12 is a 4 1/2 foot diameter 18 foot 
high unlined steel tank located in the duct connecting the 
incinerator to the filters. Flue gas requires about four seconds 
to flow through the delay chamber, sufficient time for most sparks 
to burn out before reaching the filters. The existing chamber was 
installed to test the effectiveness of this method of spark removal; 
a permanent 5 foot diameter 20 foot high refractory lined chamber 
has been designed. 

Dilution Cooling 

Ambient air is bled into the inlet duct to the baghouse 
filter, Fig.13, to cool the flue gas to 450-500°F. Flow is 
controlled by a damper and is recorded on the main instrument 
panel. 

Baghouse Dust Collector 

Filter elements are glass cloth bags 5 inches diameter 
by 9 feet long. They are suspended vertically in two sheet steel 
enclosures with the open end of the bags sealed to circular 
openings in the floor. Flue gas, cooled to 450-500°F, enters 
beneath the enclosures and flows upwards through the bags deposit
ing fly ash on the inside surface. Filtered gas is removed through 
ducts attached to the top of the enclosures. Enclosures are 
standard commercial units, Fig. 14, designed to contain 72 bags 
each, however, to facilitate inspection and maintenance only 
44 bags are installed in each. Total cloth area is 1080 ft2. 
One convenience normally not supplied with baghouse dust collectors 
is the 4 foot by 7 foot platform located in front of the two access 
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doors. 

Bags are cleaned, one enclosure at a time, by a reverse 
flow technique. The damper in the appropriate outlet duct is 
closed and the enclosure vented. Since internal pressure is less 
than atmospheric ambient air flows in through the vent and through 
the sides of the bags to flake off the fly ash which falls to the 
bottom of the inlet plenum into a 45 gallon drum. The reverse air 
flow continues down the inside of the bags to the inlet plenum, 
across to the other inlet plenum and is filtered by the bags in 
that enclosure before being carried to the induced draught fan. 
To develop adequate pressure drop across the bags being cleaned 
it is necessary to restrict air flow from the incinerator by 
partially closing a damper in the duct upstream of the two inlet 
plenums. 

Absolute Filters and Filter Bypass 

The absolute filter assembly consists of four 1000 cfm. 
fireproof absolute filters connected to common inlet and outlet 
plenums, Fig. 14. A duct to bypass the absolute filters is 
connected to the main duct by three-way dampers. 

When the absolute filters are on-line it is essential that 
no flue gas leak through the bypass. The dampers are not 
necessarily leak tight but by venting the bypass to atmosphere the 
pressure in the bypass becomes higher than on either side of the 
absolute filters and any leakage is clean air and is into the 
system. 

Induced Draught Fan and Damper 

The induced draught fan is located downstream of the absolute 
filter and maintains negative pressure in all parts of the system 
containing unfiltered combustion gases. Any leakage is into the 
system and escape of active gases or fly ash to the building is 
eliminated. 

A damper upstream of the fan automatically controls flow 
to maintain incinerator pressure at -1" W.G. This feature ensures 
that incinerator pressure remains negative and also provides a 
head to induce combustion air flows. 

Stack and Stack Damper 

Flue gas is exhausted to atmosphere through a 40 foot 
refractory lined stack. There are two inlets to the stack, one 
from the induced draught fan and one from the incinerator. The 
inlets are directly opposite each other and between them is a 
damper, Fig. 1, 15. When the induced draught fan is started fan 
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exhaust impinges on the damper and moves it towards the inlet 
from the incinerator. As the fan speeds up pressure in the 
incinerator drops to -1" W.G. and the damper is drawn tightly 
against its seat completely blocking off the incinerator inlet. 

The damper and the inlet from the incinerator are a 
safety feature, a means of rapidly venting the incinerator to 
the stack. If incinerator pressure rises to atmospheric due to 
failure of the induced draught fan or because of an explosion in 
the incinerator the counter weighted damper opens, vents the 
incinerator to the stack and minimizes possibility of activity 
escaping from the incinerator to the building. 
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INACTIVE TESTS 

Incinerator 

The primary purpose was to establish conditions under 
which minimum fly ash would be entrained by the combustion gases. 
Tests were conducted within the following range: 

Feed : Bags containing 9 lb. shredded newspaper 
plus 1, 2, or 3 lb. water. 

Feed Rate: 1 bag per 2, 2 1/2, or 3 minutes. 

Underfire Air: 100 cfm. 

Overfire + Underfire Air: 150, 200, or 250% of 
theorectical requirements. 

Secondary Air: 0 or 50% of theoretical requirements. 

No optimum combination was found and the weight of fly ash 
appeared to be independent of feed rate, moisture content, and 
amount and distribution of combustion air. Weights ranged from 
2.3 to 6.2 pounds of fly ash per ton of waste burned and averaged 
4 pounds per ton. Combustion temperatures and smoke produced 
during a typical run are shown in Fig. 16. 

Burning of active waste was simulated more closely in three 
tests in which every fifth bag contained the equivalent of 10 wet 
mops, i.e. 10 pounds of cotton soaked with 20 pounds of water. Fly 
ash weights were within the above range and averaged 4.7 pounds 
per ton. 

To simulate active waste containing rubber and plastics, one 
test was made in which every fifth bag contained 10 pounds of sheet 
rubber. Weight of fly ash was higher than previously, 9.7 pounds 
per ton. 

During all tests the fly ash was light coloured, dry and 
powdery and no filtration difficulties were envisioned. 

Baghouse Filter 

Tests were preceded by two days burning to deposit an 
initial dust layer on the bags. Efficiency during six tests averaged 
95% by weight for an air-to-cloth ratio of 4.3 to 1; filter 
resistance increased at the rate of 0.12"' W.G. per fpm filtering 
velocity per ton of waste burned. 
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ACTIVE TESTS 

Incinerator 

Active waste produced less heat than shredded newspaper 
and much more smoke. Increasing the feed rate to 500-600 pounds 
per hour raised the combustion temperature and reduced the amount 
of smoke, Fig. 17, but waste tended to accumulate on the hearth 
and grates. Intermittent use of the propane burner in the primary 
combustion chamber prevented waste from accumulating and further 
reduced the amount of smoke, Fig. 18. Since the smoke was still 
considered excessive the propane burner in the mixing chamber was 
left operating during the burning period to serve as an after
burner. Smoke has been reduced to an acceptable level, Fig. 19. 

The refractory lining has been exposed to the equivalent of 
one year's active burning. The only serious cracks are in the 
curtain wall; brick columns Have been installed to . preveni^-fche—„ 
wall from falling. No other repair work was required. 

The tilting grate design is not satisfactory as the waste 
contains non combustibles too large to be shaken through the openings 
between the grates. There is no restriction against including non 
combustibles in the waste and no sorting is done except that the 
incinerator operators have become adept at detecting and removing 
large objects from the bags such as mop pails and 5 gallon cans. 
Material accumulating on the grates is removed daily through the 
opening in the roof of the primary combustion chamber. 

Small explosions occur daily and cause no difficulty. 
Recently a more violent explosion lifted the cover from the 
opening in the roof of the primary combustion chamber.; but did 
no damage to the incinerator structure. The explosion is 
attributed to a propane cylinder of the type used on portable 
propane torches. These are frequently found amongst the ashes 
but this time the bottom had blown off whereas previously the 
cylinders had split. It is believed the more rapid venting of 
the cylinder in this instance generated sufficient pressure, 
greater than 1/2 psi, to lift the cover. It has been requested 
that propane cylinders not.be included with waste to be incinerated. 

Baghouse Filter 

By the end of seven active tests the bags had a stained 
appearance, Fig. 20, and had lost most of their strength. The 
fabric was brittle and the slightest handling caused the bags to 
crease and split. 

Sparks in the flue gas were igniting the fly ash collected 
on the filters. Burning occurred over areas of a few square inches 

http://not.be
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and could be detected by the outside of the bags becoming almost 
as clean as new. When these areas darkened and new ones formed the 
bags appeared stained. The heat was sufficient to cause 
devitrification and after a few burning cycles the glass lost most 
of its strength. 

A delay tank has since been installed in the breeching 
and most sparks burn out before reaching the baghouse. During 
seven months' use the bags have suffered no loss of strength 
and none has been replaced. 

Baghouse efficiency is 96% by activity. Using the 
MPC value of 3x 10"^° r^c/cc, activity of the stack effluent 
averages 1.1 MPC during an operating day. The incinerator is 
operated 13 to 15 days per month and the effective activity 
release on a 40 hour per week basis is 0.7 MPC. 

The increase in pressure drop is approximately 0.4" 
W.G. per day or 0.15" W.G./fpm ton of waste burned. Bags are 
cleaned daily by the reverse flow collapse clean technique. 
Residual "pressure drop rTsës* from day to day and •about "every 
fifth day a more vigorous cleaning is required, i.e., beating 
the bags with a broom haricTTe.'Tly^asTî''collëctëâ' "is' 11 pounds " 
per ton of waste burned. The two drums underneath the baghouse 
ash hoppers will contain fly ash from 25 tons of waste. 

Absolute Filter 

Baghouse effluent was bypassed around the absolute filters 
until the bags had an equilibrium dust loading. Flow was then 
directed through the filters in a test to determine filter life 
and filter efficiency. 

On the first, second and third days the pressure drop 
increased from the initial 1.4" W.G./1000 cfm per filter by 
0.2", 0.6" and 5.0" W.G. and necessitated ending the life test 
at the end of the third day. Filter efficiency was only 92%, 
compared to an anticipated 99.9%. 

An estimate of the expected increase in pressure drop 
can be made knowing the rate of increase in pressure drop across 
the baghouse,« the baghouse efficiency and the areas of both 
filters. The estimate is 0.0077" W.G./fpm ton of waste. The 
figure 0.2" W.G./1000 cfm per filter is equivalent to 0.050" 
W.G./fpm ton of waste, a value 6.5 times higher than the estimate. 

It is not understood why the filters performed so poorly. 
As the level of activity in the baghouse effluent is satisfactory, 
the investigation into use of absolute filters has been discontinued. 



Contamination 

The floor beside the feed chamber becomes active from 
broken or leaking bags. This area is mopped as soon as a ship
ment of waste is burned and no activity has spread to neighbour
ing clean areas. 

The other area where contamination has occurred is below 
the incinerator ash chute; there is a high velocity air flow into 
the ash chute while the ash drum is being replaced but occasionally 
large particles of ash drop to the floor. 



COSTS 

Construction of Original Plant 

The following are installed costs and include repairs and 
modifications made during the startup tests. Labour is charged at 
the hourly rate plus an overhead to cover fringe benefits. No 
charge is included for CRNL design work or other CRNL engineering. 

Some items do not appear in this listing e.g. the annunciator, 
its cost is divided amongst the systems with which the alarms are 
associated. Similarly, the cost of the instrument panels is added 
to the cost of the recorders and other equipment on the panels. 
Building 

Site and field costs, excavation, 
foundation and superstructure $34,000 

Services 

/ 

Heating - two propane unit 

heaters $1,500 

Ventilation - three wall mounted 
fans $3,500 
Compressed air - compressor at no 
charge except installation, dryer 
and receiver $1,000 

Water - well, pump and storage 
y tanks $1,900 

Electrical - lighting $3,000 

Propane - storage tank, vaporizer 
and regulators $2,400 

Fire protection - two CO2 extinguishers $ 100 

Equipment and Instrumentation 
Incinerator - including hydraulic 
cylinders on charging mechanism, 
propane burners and protection 
equipment, annunciator alarms and 
26 feet of refractory insulated 
breeching $11,700 

1 Radiation monitoring - two area 
monitors and alarms $1,100 I-J 

$14,500 
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Combustion air supply - three ducts 
each containing an orifice plate and 
air operated damper. Also three 
sets of damper control switch, 
indicator transmitter draught gauge 
and recorder. $3,900 

Bag feed chamber - hydraulic pump, 
limit switches, control panel and 
timer $3,900 

Incinerator temperature measurement-
two aspirated thermocouples, blower 
and recorders. Refractory imbedded 
thermocouples and recorder $7,100 

Incinerator pressure control - indicator 
transmitter draught gauge, pneumatic 
computing relay and selector station, 
air operated damper, pressure recorder 
and annunciator alarm $2,200 

Oxygen and hydrocarbon analysers -
sample blower and heat exchanger, 
recorders and annunciator alarm $5,400 

Smoke meter - recorder and annunciator 

Temperature control - two thermo
couples, recorder and annunciator 
alarm. Pneumatic temperature 
transmitter, computing relay and 
selector station, âir operated 
damper, orifice, indicator trans
mitter draught gauge and flow recorder $5,500 

Baghouse filter - connecting ducts, high 
vacuum protection and annunciator alarm $6,800 

Absolute filters - plenums, bypass duct, 
dampers and connecting ducts $3,300 

Induced draught fan and flow measurement-
orifice, indicator transmitter 
draught gauge, flow recorder and 
connecting ducts $4,300 

alarm $1,300 

Delay chamber -
connecting ducts 

installation only and 
$1,200 
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Stack - stack damper and annunciator 
alarm $2,000 

Stack sampling - gas meter and 

filter holder $ 700 

$59,300 

$107,800 
Construction of Redesigned Plant 

Cost of building and services can be reduced to one half 
if services are available at the site and if equipment is arranged 
more compactly in a smaller building. 

Building and Services $25,000 

Equipment and Instrumentation 

Incinerator and breeching $11,700 

Combustion air supply - 2 ducts, 
overfire and underfire, each 
complete with orifice, manually 
operated damper and manometer 600 

Bag feed chamber 3,900 

Incinerator temperature measurement -
two thermocouples to measure 
combustion temperature and two 
recorders. Three thermocouples in 
refractory and temperature indicator 2,000 

Incinerator pressure control 2,200 

Smoke meter 1,300 

Delay chamber - 5 feet diameter, 

20 feet high 5,000 

Temperature control 5,500 

Baghouse filter 6,800 

Induced draught fan and flow 

measurement 4,300 

Stack and damper 2,000 



Stack sampling $ 700 

$46,000 

$71,000 

Operating and Amortization Costs 

Cost of transporting waste from the laboratories and 
reactors, approximately $4,000 per year, is not included as it 
is the same whether waste is incinerated or buried. Labour is 
charged at the hourly rate plus an overhead to cover fringe 
benefits. The cost of operating a disposal area is not included 
nor is a rebate, which is negligible, made for the saving in sand 
trench excavation cost. 

Labour 

2 operators, 4 days a week 

maintenance 1/2 man day per week $8,000 

Propane 

building heating 800 

incinerator burners 1,700 

Electricity 200 

Filter bags, 1 set per year 700 

Miscellaneous supplies 500 

Building depreciation, 5% of $34,000 1,700 

Equipment depreciation, 20% of $73,800 14,800 

Annual Cost $28,400 

Cost per pound is 9.5 cents on the basis of burning 150 tons per 
year. 
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RECOMMENDED DESIGN CHANGES 

The following are suggested changes to the existing 
design to improve performance or reduce costs of a future active 
incinerator. 

Incinerator 

- The grates should open wide enough to discharge large 
objects such as gallon paint cans and coils of wire. 

Slope of the hearth should be increased from the 
present 30° so that waste will roll down the hearth onto 
the grates. 

The preheat period of 45 minutes could be reduced if 
the refractory lining had a lower thermal conductivity. 

Flue Gas Filtration 

The baghouse should be equipped with shakers as the bags 
periodically require more vigorous cleaning than is 
possible by the reverse flow collapse clean technique. 

Dampers should be powered 
pneumatic operators which 
condensation and freezing 

by electrical rather than 
are subject to moisture 

Absolute filters are not required. 

Instrumentation 

Oxygen and combustibles analysers are not required. 

Thermocouples measuring combustion gas temperatures 
need not be aspirated. 

The number of thermocouples measuring refractory 
temperature can be reduced to two or three. 

All other sensors of the system variables should be 
retained. However, considerable savings can be made 
if fewer recorders are used. 

Building 

Control of contamination is not a problem and equip
ment may be arranged for compactness and convenience 
rather than separation into active and inactive areas. 
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For convenience the control panels should be located 
beside the bag feed chamber. 

The feed chamber and control panels should be separated 
from the waste storage area by a shielding wall. 

Heated portion of the building can be reduced to two 
small rooms, one to contain the control panels and 
bag feed chamber and the other service equipment. 

The waste storage area and the incinerator need not be 
protected from freezing but require shelter from 
wind, rain and snow. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Waste originating from operation of nuclear reactors can be 
incinerated without significant release of activity to the 
environment. 

Existing equipment meets requirements although several minor 
modifications are desirable. 

A new incinerator plant could be constructed at an appreciable 
reduction in cost. 

Incineration is a very efficient means to reduce volume of 
active combustible waste. 

Active incineration is expensive and can be justified only 
where high cost of containment necessitates very efficient 
volume reduction. 
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FIG. I 
CRNL ACTIVE WASTE INCINERATOR PLANT 



FIG. 2 

Incinerator Building 



PIG. 3 

Incinerator Building 
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FIG. 4 

Main Instrument Panel 



F I G . 5 

Waste Delivery and Storage 



FIG. 6 

Air Lock Feed Chamber 



FIG. 7 

ACTIVE WASTE INCINERATOR 



FIG. 8 

Active Waste Incinerator 
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Primary Chamber Combustion Temperature 
Thermocouple Aspirated. 
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FIG. 11 

Primary Chamber Combustion Temperature 
Thermocouple Not Aspirated 



Delay Chamber 



FIG. 13 

Dilution Cooling Mixing Chamber 



FIG. 14 

Absolute and Baghouse Filters 



FIG. 15 

Stack Damper 
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FIG. 20 

Stained and 
Filter 

New Glass 
Bags 


